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ABSTRACT 
 

This article discusses the issue of data leakage via side channels in terms of development of radio masking. 
Formation of optimum masking for digital data processing devices has been substantiated on the basis of 
available results of electronic warfare theory. It is shown that the optimal masking interference will be formed 
when processing information in the inverse representation. Two methods of implementation of data 
processing devices in equilibrium codes have been considered. The first method in addition to leakage via 
side channels proposes duplication of data processing, which improves the reliability of data processing. The 
second method provides less opportunities to control the reliability of data processing but is more suitable 
for requirements of optimum deception. In order to substantiate the possibility of practical use of the proposed 
method, a mathematical model of computations in the inverse representation for Magma cryptographic 
algorithm has been developed. As further studies, it is planned to conduct experimental studies on the 
effectiveness of countering known types of attacks through side channels. Application of the considered 
methods is possible for development of trusted devices of cryptographic data protection with a high level of 
security. The approach to the problem of data protection against leakages through side channels considered 
in the study, the theoretical substantiation of the optimal masking interference and the developed 
mathematical model of the Magma cryptographic algorithm have been proposed by the authors for the first 
time. 

Keywords: Side Channels, Encryption Devices, Model of Computation, Magma Algorithm, Electronic 
Masking. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Development of trusted hard- and software 
platforms in protected embodiment is related with 
solutions to some specific problems. In such devices, 
in addition to implementation of various functional 
and trust requirements, it is required to provide 
protection against possible retrieval of open and 
sensitive information via the electromagnetic side 
channels (hereinafter referred to as the side 
channels) [1]. Herewith, sensitive information is any 
information, using which it would be possible to 
attack the embedded protection mechanism in hard- 
and software platform, for instance, cryptographic 
algorithms. 

Possible retrieval of sensitive information 
is stipulated by existence in security devices (SD) of 
side channels: the channels of data transfer not 
stipulated by architecture of these devices and used 
not as standard channels of data transfer in actual SD 
(for instance, leakage of confidential data processed 
by encryption device via electromagnetic 

oscillations occurring during operation of computing 
devices) [1, 2]. Side channels appear as a 
consequence of certain physical effects occurring in 
equipment [1]. Herewith, the information from 
source via the transmission medium is transferred to 
receiver. At all stages of side channel existence, the 
information is presented in the form of certain 
physical carrier, physical field [1]. It should be noted 
that side channel attacks are quite real and can be 
implemented on modern computing facilities using 
relatively simple equipment [3]. 

This work is aimed at substantiation of 
computation model for cryptographic algorithm 
Magma, providing formation of optimum masking 
interference upon computations in SD. The novelty 
of the work is in the proposed substantiation of 
correct transformations by Magma algorithm upon 
computations in inverse form. This work proposes 
computation model allowing to protect encryption 
device, implementing Magma algorithm, against 
leakage via side channels.  
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2. COUNTERMEASURE AGAINST SIDE 
CHANNELS 

Conventional countermeasure against side 
channels is impact on side channel. Let us exemplify 
the impacts on side channels [1, p. 4]: 

– on transmitter of side channel by reducing 
power of radiated signal by means of specialized 
hardware design; 

– on transfer environment by increased 
attenuation in side channel by means of modification 
of transfer environment (shielding) or increase in the 
length of side channel (creation of controlled areas); 

– on side channel receiver by creation of 
active jamming using noise devices. 

The methods of impacts on side channel are 
widely applied upon development of data protection 
devices and in most cases provide the required 
performances. At the same time, such methods are 
characterized by fundamental restrictions, since they 
influence not information itself but physical data 
carriers of side channel. Let us exemplify some of 
these restrictions [1, p. 4]: 

– occurrence of new methods of data 
retrieval from side channels (for instance, 
occurrence of new processing methods of received 
signals) leads to necessity to review sufficiency of 
properties of the applied protection methods; 

– such methods are insufficient to block all 
side channels, which is stipulated by numerous 
physical effects and interactions between them, as 
well as by possible existence of unknown physical 
effects at the time of equipment development, hence, 
respective side channels created by them.  

 

3. OPTIMUM MASKING SIGNAL 
 

Let us consider protection against leakage 
via side channels by creation of active jamming. In 
order to analyze the optimum requirements to active 
jamming, let us consider the protection against data 
leakage via side channels in terms of theory of 
electronic warfare (EW) [2].  

In the case of classic identification of EW 
problem, the following radio electronic tools are 
considered [4]: masked system comprised of 
transmitter of masked system and receiver of masked 
system, transmitter of active masking jamming and 
receiver of intelligence tools. In the case of 
protection against leakage via side channels, the 
masked system is comprised only of transmitter of 
the masked system, receiver of the masked system 
does not participate in radio electron conflict, which 
determines the specificity of radio masking problem 
upon leakage via side channels. 

Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of conflict 
interaction upon protection against leakage via side 
channels. In this case, the participants in conflict are 
SD comprised of transmitter of a signal with 
sensitive information (SI TX) and transmitter of 
electronic jamming (EJ TX), and receiver of 
intelligence tools (INT RX). SI TX transmits a signal 
with sensitive information and EJ TX transmits 
active jamming. INT RX attempts to receive 
sensitive signal on the background of active 
jamming. As mentioned above, transmittance of 
sensitive signal is stipulated not by necessity of 
transmit information but by physical properties of 
SD, that is, by the properties of physical effects 
applied in SD for implementation of  data processing 
function. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Flowchart of Conflict Interaction upon Protection Against TEMPEST 
 

In terms of the problem, EW is considered 
as energy, structural, and information security of 
signals, in our case: signals of side channels. Under 

conditions of formulation of protection against side 
channels, it has no sense for SD to discuss energy 
security, it is required to consider structural security 
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of signals of side channels. It is known that provision 
of structural security is possible by means of active 
masking. 

According to [4], side channel for SD can 
be illustrated as follows (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Flowchart of Channel Leakage via TEMPEST Medium 
 

Herewith, SD can be characterized by both 
the existence of high number of physical objects 
(PO), on which the impact is exerted by the source 
of sensitive information (SI), and by cross couplings 
of results of physical effects (PE) on PO after impact 
on each other. Therefore, the number of possible 
channels of leakage of sensitive information can be 
very high. 

If the methods of active radio masking are 
taken as basis, then the strategy of protection can be 
presented by the strategy of active radio masking in 
each identified side channel. At the same time, more 
promising is the strategy of active masking not of 
data carriers (their data parameters), but of 
information itself [5]. Indeed, it is possible to create 
a jammer, which provides active masking in each 
possible channel of data leakage. 

From theoretical considerations of EW [4] 
it is known that structural security of signals can be 
achieved by minimization of posterior distribution of 
probabilities of protected signal by active masking, 
which is provided by simultaneous optimization of 
the following functions: 
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where x(t) is the signal tracked by the 

intelligence receiver, C(t,λс) is the signal of sensitive 
information with the parameters λс, П(t,λп) is the 
active jamming with the parameters λп, N0 is the 
spectral density of noise power, T is the duration of 
signal tracking by intelligence receiver. 

These conditions are interpreted in [4] as 
follows. Condition (1) assumes increase in jamming 
power, which is not always possible and justified. 
Condition (2) assumes maximization of mutual 
correlation between compromising signal and active 
jamming, which in the case of radio masking 
assumes maximum coincidence of active jamming 
with signal of sensitive information in terms of non-
informative parameters for intelligence and 
maximum difference in terms of informative 
parameters. Condition (3) assumes minimization of 
mutual correlation between active jamming and 
signal tracked by intelligence. 

The conditions (2) and (3) imply simulating 
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pattern of jamming and requirement of difficulty of 
spatial and time decomposition of masked signal and 
jamming. 

Let us consider signals which are sources of 
side channels for SD. In modern digital devices (for 
instance, in programmable logical devices), 
information is presented in binary form and coded by 
voltage levels [6]. For CMOS devices with 5 V 
logics the logical zero corresponds to low level 
(voltage from 0.0 V to 1.5 V), the logical one 
corresponds to high level (voltage from 3.5 V to 5.0 
V) [6]. Thus, it is possible to state that the following 
parameters of signal in side channels are informative 
for intelligence: voltage level (corresponds to logical 
zero or logical one) and transitions from one voltage 
level to another (transition from logical zero level to 
logical one level and transition from logical one 
level to logical zero level). 

Let us denote the informative parameters of 
signal with sensitive information as follows: λ0 is the 
signal with logical level 0; λ1 is the signal of 
transition from logical level 0 to logical level 1; λ2 is 
the signal with logical level 1; λ3 is the signal of 
transition from logical level 1 to logical level 0. 
Then, the active jamming is optimum when it 
complies with Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and λi, comprising 
informative parameter λ(i+2)mod4, with existence of 
informative parameter in the signal with sensitive 
informayion. Let us synthesize an optimum jamming 
for SD satisfying these requirements. The jamming 
will be comprised of formation of parameter λ2 in 
active jamming upon existence in informative signal 
of parameter λ0, formation of parameter λ0 in active 
jamming upon existence in informative signal of 
parameter λ2, formation of parameter λ1 in active 
jamming upon existence in informative signal of 
parameter λ3, formation of parameter λ3 in active 
jamming upon existence in informative signal of 

parameter λ1. That is, if an informative signal is a 
certain sequence of binary values B, then the active 
jamming should be comprised of logical inversion of 
the sequence B. The requirement of difficulty of 
spatial and time decomposition of masked signal and 
active jamming implies the necessity of time 
synchronous transmittance and processing of 
masked signal and active jamming, as well as the 
maximum possible mutual positioning of signal 
sources, for instance, conductors in SD. 

For intelligence receiver such jamming 
provides probability of error by the symbol Perr=0.5 
[7], which confirms its optimality. It is mentioned in 
[7] that the case of jamming synchronous with but 
inverse to signal with the power level equaling to 
that of masked signal is "rather artificial" in terms of 
classical problem of EW. As follows from this 
article, application of such jamming in SD is a 
reasonable and efficient protection against data 
leakage via side channels. 
 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF SECURITY 
DEVICES 

Upon implementation of the considered 
protection against leakage via side channels in actual 
devices, two approaches are possible: 

- development of two parallel operating 
flowcharts (units or devices), one of which operates 
in direct representation, and the other synchronously 
operates in inverse representation (the first 
approach); 

- development of single device operating in 
equilibrium code (the second approach). 

The two approaches are compared in Figure 
3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Comparison of Two Approaches to Implementation 
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Let us consider the features of both 

approaches. Each of the considered approaches has 
its advantages and disadvantages. Thus, for instance, 
the second approach due to concentrated 
implementation in one device provides difficulty of 
spatial decomposition of signals of side radiations 
for intelligence, which according to [2] improves 
protection efficiency. Moreover, implementation in 
one device simplifies synchronous processing in 
direct and inverse representation [6], which also 
improves protection against leakage via side 
channels [4]. However, the first approach makes it 
possible simultaneously with protection against 
leakage via side channels to perform duplicated 
processing with subsequent control of results of two 
independent computations, which is an obligatory 
condition upon implementation of encryption 
devices with high level of security and trust [8]. 
 

5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF INVERSE 
COMPUTATIONS 

The possibility of inverse computations is 
substantiated in [9]. Then, let us describe the 
mathematical model of operation of two parallel 
flowcharts: modulo 2   addition and modulo 232 – 1 
addition on the basis of approach in [9]. 

In order to eliminate ambiguous 
interpretation of further consideration, let us 
introduce some notions from the modular arithmetic 
[10]. Let us denote direct representation of n-bit 
value as a and its inverse n-bit representation as 𝑎  in 
the discussed in [2, p. 43] sense. Let us assign the 
symbol   to the ring of all remainders (mod 2  
residuals) obtained by division of integers by 2n. The 
set   is comprised of integers: 0≤ a 2 . It is 
obvious that the numbers of this set are uniquely 
represented by binary code of the length n,   is the 
ring. Let us consider additive iteration of this ring: 

 
∀ a, b ∈   

a ⊞ b ≔ |a b| , 
 

where the right-hand part is the binary 
number equaling to the remainder after division of 
binary sum of 𝑎 and 𝑏 by 2 . The remainder of 
division of integer x ∈  by 2  is denoted by the 
symbol |x| . 

Therefore, the Euclid's theorem [10] for this 
case is as follows: 

 
∀x ∈ , x q  2 |x|  

 

Here q is the incomplete quotient of 

division of x  by 2 , q ≔ . Respectively, |x|  is 

referred to as the remainder of division of x by 2 .  
The important properties used below are as 

follows: 
 

∀ x ∈  , |x| x (4) 
∀x, y ∈ , |x y| =||x| |y| |  (5) 

∀ x ∈  , x ≔ 2 1 x, 
 

Obviously, 
 

x ∈   and ∀ x ∈   
x x 2 1 (6) 

 

6. INVERSE MODULO 2N ADDITION 

On the basis of the aforementioned, let us 
consider ∑  adder operating with inverse 
representation of numbers. To be more exact, if the 
adder for direct representation of ∑  executes 
operations |a b| , then the adder for inverse 
representation executes the following operation: the 
operands a, b, are fed to the input, and the result at 
the output is |a b| . 

Let a, b ∈  . Taking into account Eq. (6): 
 

|a b| 2 1 |a b|  (7) 
 

According to the Euclid's theorem: 
 

|a b| a b  ꞏ2 , 
 

where  . 

Substituting the latter identity into Eq. (7), 
we have: 

 
|a b| 2 1 a b  ꞏ2  (8) 

 
Then, using Eq. (6), we convert the right-

hand part of Eq. (8) as follows: 
 

|a b| a b   2 2 1 
 
Determining the remainder of division of 

the latter identity (left and right) by 2  we have: 
 

|a b| a b 1  

 
However, since: 
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|a b| ∈  , 
 

then according to Eq. (1): 
 

|a b| |a b|  

 
Thus, the following identity is obtained: 
 

a b 1 |a b|   (9) 

 
which determines the adder operation in 

inverse mode: 
 
∑ 1 mod2 → |a b| . 

 
Therefore, the mod 2   adder operating 

with inverse representation should have at input, in 
addition to the arguments a and b, the argument in 
the form of constant equaling to 1 in the least 
significant position of the adder. 
 

7. INVERSE MODULO 232– 1 ADDITION 

Now let us consider the logics of 232 – 1 
adder using the notations introduced above. Let we 
have two operands: a, b ∈  .  It is required to 
determine the sum in inverse representation for 
|a b|  

According to Eq. (6): 
 

a b 2 2 1 a b  
 

or 
 

|a b| a b  

 
However,  
 

a b 2 1 a b  

 
Hence,  
 

|a b| a b  

 
It means that in the ∑  adder correct 

adding is executed of values presented in inverse 
form. Thus, if at its inputs the inverse values are fed, 
a and b, then the ∑  adder outputs correct 
inverse sum |a b| . 
 

 

8. INVERSE MODULO 2 ADDITION 

Let us consider the operation logics of 
modulo 2 adder using the table representation [6]. 

Table 1: Modulo 2 Addition 

𝑎 𝑏 𝑎b 𝑎 𝑏 𝑎b 
𝑎 0 𝑎 𝑎 1 𝑎 
0 𝑏 𝑏 1 𝑏 𝑏 
𝑎 1 𝑎 𝑎 0 𝑎 
1 𝑏 𝑏 0 𝑏 𝑏 

 
It can be seen in the table that the result of 

modulo 2 addition of direct and inverse data 
coincides. That is: 

 
ab ab ab. 

 
If we assume ab x,  and x1 x, 

then: 
 

ab1 a b. 
 

From the latter it can be seen that mutually 
inverse representation of results of modulo 2 adders 
can be obtained either by inversion of output result, 
or in the case when the adder ends with register 
flowchart, where data can be retrieved from its 
inverse branch of trigger flowcharts. 

 
9. INVERSE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

SINGLE BLOCK OPERATION OF 
MAGMA CRYPTOGRAPHIC 
ALGORITHM 

In order to implement parallel operating 
flowcharts of cryptographic transformation in 
equilibrium code, implementability is required of 
inverse computations for operations constituting 
cryptographic transformation. The transformation 
should be executed so that to retain isomorphism 
between transformations in direct and inverse 
representations, that is, if for input data Eq. (6) is 
valid, then this ratio should be valid for output data 
of the transformation. Let us demonstrate that the 
block cipher Magma, is characterized by such 
properties [11]. 

Input data of transformation. Data in 
inverse representation, conforming Eq. (6) for 
respective data in direct representation, should be 
fed to the input of inverse variant. 

ainv. = 𝑎 ., where a is the input data.  
Internal data of transformation. The 

internal data of the algorithm are the key and the 
values of i

' substitutions. Taking into account 
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execution of Eq. (6) in inverse variant of the 
algorithm, the internal data are transformed as 
follows: 

Kinv = K ., where K is the key of 
cryptographic transformation.  

The content of each array of i
' substitutions 

varies according to the equation: [𝑖] =  𝚤 , that is, 
in a cell with inverse address the inverse content of 
the cell with direct address is fed. The inverse values 
of substitution tables of Magma algorithm from [11] 
are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Inverse Table of Magma Algorithm Substitution 

 𝟎   𝟏   𝟐   𝟑   𝟒   𝟓   𝟔   𝟕  
0×E 0×0 0×F 0×4 0×3 0×F 0×7 0×D 
0×0 0×15 0×9 0×6 0×D 0×1 0×1 0×4 
0×C 0×2 0×6 0×1 0×B 0×C 0×D 0×3 
0×F 0×4 0×3 0×C 0×4 0×B 0×A 0×6 
0×8 0×8 0×B 0×A 0×1 0×E 0×9 0×9 
0×2 0×B 0×8 0×5 0×C 0×7 0×6 0×5 
0×7 0×1 0×E 0×F 0×6 0×8 0×E 0×0 
0×1 0×E 0×1 0×8 0×F 0×4 0×3 0×B 
0×6 0×3 0×2 0×9 0×2 0×5 0×0 0×C 
0×4 0×A 0×5 0×0 0×9 0×3 0×B 0×7 
0×A 0×5 0×0 0×B 0×E 0×D 0×4 0×A 
0×5 0×6 0×D 0×2 0×7 0×6 0×F 0×F 
0×D 0×C 0×7 0×E 0×5 0×9 0×2 0×2 
0×9 0×D 0×A 0×D 0×A 0×0 0×5 0×1 
0×B 0×7 0×C 0×7 0×0 0×2 0×C 0×8 
0×3 0×9 0×4 0×3 0×8 0×A 0×8 0×E 

 
Output data of transformation are the 

inverse values of transformation results. 
While meeting the two aforementioned 

rules of inverse mathematics, the basic encryption 
algorithm in inverse form is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Operations in inverse representations 
(modulo 232-1 addition and modulo 2 addition 
considered above) are highlighted in grey, they are 
not present in the basic Magma algorithm. Herewith, 
the K key is presented in inverse form, and inverted 
table of substitutions i

' is used, the data in inverse 
form are delivered to input. 

Since the inverse transformation mode 
includes additional operations, synchronization of 
transformations in direct and inverse representations 
should be performed here, which would provide 
conformity with the requirements in [4] and 
optimum protection against leakage via side 
channels. Synchronization can be performed by 
additional dummy operations in direct 
representation. 
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Figure 4: Inverted Single Block Operation 
 
10. IMPLEMENTATION OF EQUILIBRIUM 

PROCESSING IN THE FORM OF 
SINGLE DEVICE 

While implementing equilibrium 
processing in the single device, it is required to 
stipulate coding of 0 and 1. Let us assume that 0 
corresponds to the equilibrium code 01, 1 
corresponds to the equilibrium code 10. In this case, 
the truth table of modulo 2 addition will be presented 
in the form of Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3: Modulo 2 Addition in Equilibrium Code 

𝑎 𝑏 𝑎b 
01 01 01 
01 10 10 
10 01 10 
10 10 01 

 
More interesting is the implementation of 

adder in equilibrium code. Let us consider binary full 
adder [6]. Operation of full adder is described by the 
following equations: 
 

 

.11111   cbacbacbacbacbas
  (10) 

  (11) 
 
 

.11   cbcabac
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where s is the least significant bit of adding; 
a, b are the first and the second operands, 
respectively; c-1 is the third operand (transfer from 
the previous position); c is the high bit of the adding 

(transfer to the next position);   is the modulo 2 
addition;  , + are the conjunction and disjunction 
operations, respectively; ̄  is the inversion operation. 

It is possible to demonstrate that binary full 
adder operates correctly with inverse representation 
of numbers. For inverse bit of adding we 
demonstrate it by means of complete induction 
method [6], with this aim we will arrange the truth 
table for Eq. (10) and demonstrate that it is inverse 
for direct representation upon operation with inverse 
values: 
 

Table 4: Validity for Sum in Equilibrium Code 

a b c-1 s 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

 
In order to substantiate correct operation of 

full adder with inverse carry bit, let us apply the 
method of reduction of Boolean expressions. With 
this aim, let us substitute inverse values of 
equilibrium code into Eq. (11): 

 

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

.

i

d

c a b a c b c a b a c b c

expanding the brackets and reducing the terms

a b a c b c in accordance with Boolean algebra

we obtain the following

a b a c b c c

   

 

 

            

       

      

 

 
From the above considerations it follows 

that the full adder correctly processes inverse values 
of equilibrium code, hence, the full adder for 
equilibrium code can be presented as two 

synchronously operating full adders, one of which 
processes direct discharges of equilibrium code and 
the other processes inverse discharges of equilibrium 
code (Figure 5). 

 

A B

C 1-C

S

A B

C 1-C

S

da ia db ib

ds is

1-
dc

1-
ic

dc

ic

 
 

Figure 5. Full Adder in Equilibrium Code 
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In Figure 5 the direct discharges of 
equilibrium code are denoted by the index d, the 
inverse discharges of equilibrium code are denoted 
by the index i. 

 
11. DISCUSSION 

The research of protection against data 
leakage via side channels and side channel attacks 
has been performed over the last 30 years. During 
this time, a number of methods countering these 
attacks and being effective in individual cases have 
been proposed [12]. Analysis of research in this area 
has allowed identifying the following main methods 
of countering side channel attacks. Introduction of 
randomness into the processed data and into the 
process of their processing [13, 14]. A special case 
of introducing randomness is masking the processed 
data with random data [5, 12, 15, 16]. The main 
disadvantage of masking is its nonarithmeticity, i.e. 
the inability to perform all the necessary arithmetic 
conversions with masked data [5]. At the same time, 
it is possible to perform separate arithmetic 
operations with masked data [5, 16]. The lack of 
arithmeticity leads to the need to remove masks 
when performing certain operations [16], which 
entails a decrease in protection against attacks 
through side channels and a decrease in the speed of 
cryptographic operations. The use of secret sharing 
method and multilateral computation [12, 17]. Secret 
sharing applied for protection against side channel 
leakages is considered to be an effective method; 
however, unlike the previous method, it requires for 
hardware implementation and leads to at least a 
threefold increase in hardware resources [17]. The 
closest method to the one considered in this study is 
the implementation of devices with dual-rail logic 
[18]. At the time of the first studies on the use of 
devices with dual-rail logic, it was believed that this 
approach was promising for implementation in 
microelectronic devices protected against side 
channel attacks [18]. It should be noted that the 
devices with dual-rail logic were used mainly for 
protection against a Differential Power Analysis 
(DPA) attack [18]. Recent studies have shown that 
there is no significant advantage of using devices 
with dual-rail logic over the traditional CMOS 
microelectronic devices in terms of economic 
efficiency of protection [19]. The method proposed 
in this study allows for an additional analysis and 
improvement of the dual-rail logic application in 
terms of data protection against leakage through 
electromagnetic radiation channels, as well as has a 
significant advantage over the devices with dual-rail 
logic, since it allows the duplicated information 
processing in two devices (e.g. cryptographic 

algorithms implementation in two duplicating FPGA 
chips). In some cases, this does not lead to an 
increase in the cost of cryptographic devices and, 
accordingly, to a decrease in the economic efficiency 
of protection, since the implementation of duplicated 
processing is a mandatory requirement for 
cryptographic devices with a high level of security 
[8]. 
 

12. CONCLUSION 

The protection against data leakage via side 
channels considered in this article is theoretically 
substantiated and is sometimes more efficient in 
comparison with conventional methods. Within the 
framework of this article, it has been proposed to 
consider the issue of protection against data leakage 
via side channels from the point of view of the theory 
of electronic warfare, which allowed formulating 
requirements for the optimal masking interference. 
Based on these requirements, it has been shown that 
the optimal masking interference will be formed 
when processing information in the inverse 
representation. In order to substantiate the possibility 
of practical implementation of the proposed method, 
a mathematical model of computations in inverse 
representation for the Magma cryptographic 
algorithm has been developed. The research analysis 
has shown that the approach to the problem of 
protection against data leakage through side 
channels, the theoretical substantiation of the 
optimal interference and the developed 
mathematical model of the Magma cryptographic 
algorithm were proposed by the authors for the first 
time. As further research, it is advisable to outline 
the development of similar mathematical models for 
other widely used and promising cryptographic 
algorithms, to conduct experimental research on the 
effectiveness of countering devices developed in 
accordance with the proposed methodology, known 
types of side channel attacks. The mathematical 
models based on the considered method are 
proposed for application in trusted hard- and 
software of data protection developed by Trusted 
Sensor Systems (MIET: National Research 
University of Electronic Technology). The 
prerequisites to implementation of the considered 
method are development of microelectronic 
production technologies of custom specialized 
computing devices. In this regard, application of the 
method is less expensive and more cost efficient 
upon implementation of trusted microelectronic 
devices. 
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